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 Where would you put a ski resort?  

 A vineyard?  

 An ice-making factory? 



Ski Resort: 
 City C 

 Heavy snow when cold air blows from N/NW 

 Cold air usually comes from that direction 

 
 

 Maybe City B 

 Need wind from SW, but air is usually warmer 



Vineyard: 
 City C as well! 

 Cold water in the spring will cool off warm air from SW 

 Prevents trees from blooming early (saves blooms from      
late-season frosts) 

 Warm water in the fall mediates cold air 

 Helps delay frosts 

 Allows fruit to ripen 



Ice-Making Factory: 
 City A 

 No warming effect from the lake 

 Coldest in winter 



Lake-Effect Rules!!! 
 Water temp. must be at least 13ºC warmer than air 

temp. (at 850mb) 

 Results in a roughly dry adiabatic lapse rate 

 Air will rise on its own to form clouds and precip. 

 

 Minimal shear to keep convective clouds concentrated 

 < 30º from surface to 700mb is best 

 30-60º is marginal 

 > 60º tears things apart into weak snow showers 



 850mb wind speeds of 15-20 kt. ideal 

 

 Surface and 850mb wind direction dictate where the 
bands set up 

 

 Ice cover diminishes chances 

 Need at least 50 km of “fetch” of open water 

 Fetch = distance 

 100 km needed for bigger snows 

 Deep lakes freeze more slowly (Ontario, Superior) 

 



 Height of low level inversion  

 1-2 km is normal 

 3+ km = intense bands! 

 Higher inversion = taller cloud tops 

 Thundersnow! 

 

 Surface convergence helps 

 Look for cyclonically-curved isobars 

 Anti-cyclonic flow stops lake-effect snow 



 PVA helps 

 More lift! 

 

 Moist air in cloud layer 

 Look for high RH values in sfc.-700mb layer 

Theweatherprediction.com 



Impact of geography and winds 
 Winds along the long axis of lake lead to intense 

single-lake bands roughly 20-50 km wide 

 

 Winds blowing along the short axis lead to multiple 
bands 10-20 km apart and < 20 km wide 

 

 Topography helps lift the air  extreme rates 

 e.g., Tug Hill Plateau in New York 



Intense single band 

Multiple weaker bands 

Intense, man!! 

thedragonwoodchronicles.blogspot.com city-data.com 

snow 



Tug Hill 
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Cleveland 



Why Upstate New York? 
 Terrain helps lifting 

 Lake Ontario is deep  tough to freeze over 

Intellicast, theweatherprediction.com 
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 Which cities will feel warm air first? (note – warm 
front drawn as if looking into plane – in vertical it 
would actually slope so that warm air comes in aloft 
first. 

Warm  
Front 

Appalachian               
Mts. 

Atlantic  
Ocean 



 Cities A and B!! 
 That was easy, but… 

 

 How can the warm air move 
down? 
 Cold air is on the other side   

of the mountain 

 Stable and heavier 

 

 Very slow and difficult process! 



 City F will be next 

 (then E) 

 

 Warm air gets stopped    
at the crest of the 
mountains, so it then 
comes in from the ocean 

 

 

So… which city will see 
warmth next? 



 Leads to the convoluted 
weather maps 
 Warm front accelerates 

north on west side of Apps. 
 Due to downsloping winds 

 Front turns stationary on 
south end 

 Coastal warm front works 
westward 

 High pressure works in 
from the Northeast 

 

H 



Damming Dynamics 
 Cold air on east side of mountains with high pressure 

to the north doesn’t want to flow upslope! 

 Remember: uplsope  cooler temps and higher pressure 

 

 Cold air damming  extension of high pressure along 
east side of ridge 

 A.k.a. Baker Ridge 



 The cold (heavy) air acts like increased friction 

 Slows down wind and Coriolis force 

 Winds become ageostrophic 

 Winds mainly follow PGF 

 

C.A.D. 



Forecasting Clues 
 Upper-level convergence (confluence) over                 

New England 

 Helps keep the high pressure located there 

 

 Cold air already in place 

 Why this occurs mainly during winter! 

 

 Microphysical cooling (evaporation) 

 



 

 Strong inversion and cloud cover 

 Limits surface heating 

 Maintains stability 

 

 Rules 2, 3, and 4 can cause “in situ” C.A.D. 

 Usually short-lived 



Why is C.A.D. significant? 
 Huge effects on temp. and precip. forecasts 

 

 The warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico rides over 
the cold air at the surface  ice storms! 

Median annual hours of freezing 
rain from 1976 to 1990 
 
Notice the Piedmont region: 
~20 hours in NC and VA 
~30 hours in PA 

Cortinas Jr., J.V. et al. (2004) 



 Big changes between surface and 900mb: 

 Temperature 

 Wind direction 

 

 Also, notice how the dew point nearly matches 
the air temperature at the low levels… 
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NWS, Peachtree City 



C.A.D. in the Rockies??? 

 No good source of warm air here, so the impact is very 
different than the East Coast 

 

 Causes heaviest snow to shift from the slopes to lower 
elevations 

 Impacts more people here 



 Greatest lift over the 
foothills 

 

 Best snow high in the 
mountains 

 

 Sparse population  

Rocky 
Mtns. 

No C.A.D. in the West 



 Cold air at the base of 
the mountains 

 

 Lift happens at the  
dome of cold air (not  
the foothills) 

 

 Heavy snow in highly 
populated areas 

   (Denver, Colo. Springs) 

Cold air 

With C.A.D. in the West 


